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Abstract 
Hoofman, R., Weakly expressive models for Hoare logic (Note), Theoretical Computer Science 
82 (1991)409-418. 
We introduce the new concept 01 weak expressivity of models for Hoare logic. It turns out that 
complete models are weal.ty expressive. Using the new concept, we prove that a model is expressive 
iff the domain of every program is definable. 
1. Introduction 
A model M is said to be complete for Hoare logic iff Hoare logic is (sound and) 
complete with respect o M. A model M is said to be expressive iff for each program 
a! and each formula 4 the weakest precondition wa( cy, 4) is definable, i.e. there is 
a formula $ which has wp( (Y, 4) as interpretation. It is known that expressive models 
are complete, and that complete models exist which are not expressive. 
We show that all complete models have a property which comes very close to 
expressivity: with respect o qny complete model there always is a definable set 
between the total weakest precondition and the weakest precondition. This is called 
weak expressivity. Some properties of complete models follow by this result. 
Using the concept of weak expressivity, we prove that a model is expressive idf 
the domains of all programs are definable. 
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In this section we introduce Hoare logic. More details can be found in [I, Ill. 
Let 2 be a first-order language, with a basis consisting of certain function and 
predicate symbols. Let X, y, z, . . . denote variables in this language, 2, . . . terms, (bt 
CL , . . . formulae, and b, . . . quantifierifree formulae. Define a programming language 
9 with statements a! by the following syntax: 
a ::= cu;a, 1 ifbthencuelseatfi 1 whilebdocyod 1 x:=t. 
For clarity we sometimes write statements enclosed in square brackets. P is the 
well-known language of while-programs. Define a Hoare logic %Y over 2 with 
formulae I as follows: 
The deduction system C&, for 2’2 consists of the usual while-rule, the rules for 
composition, conditionals and consequence, and the assignment axiom. 
Let lU be a (set-theoretic) model of 2’. Let C be the set of states, i.e. the set of 
functions u from the set of variables to the domain of 1”4. Then the interpretation 
of 4 in M (denoted by M[@j) is a subset of C in the usual way. In particular 
M [ false] = 8 and iU[ true] = 2. 
efiraition 1. A subset S c C is dejnable iff there is a formula C#J such that A4[ @] = S. 
In this case we say that 4 dgfines S. 
Suppose that M gives a semantics to P, i.e. we can interpret statements cy as 
partial functions M[a ] from 2 to 2. Among other things we require the semantics 
to satisfy the following property: 
if x does not occur in ~1, 
then V’aVd: M[a](a[d/x]) = (M[a](o))[d/x] (1) 
where d is an element of the domain of M, and a[d/x] denotes the function equal 
to CT except hat it delivers d as value for x. Furthermore, all the statements should 
have the usual effect on states, e.g. assignment should correspond to substitution 
in that M[s := 3W = +Q~](o)/xl. 
Let (Y be a program, and SC_ C. 
( 1) The weakest precondition of cy and S (denoted by wp( a, S)) is defined as 
{(TE 1 1 bW(M[cu](a) -a-‘+G’E S)}. 
(2) The total :veukest precondition of cx and S (denoted by twp(q S)) is defined 
ZiS 
(a) = u’ A U’E S)}. 
For formulae 4 we abbreviate wp( cy, M[ &]), res . rwp(a, M[~#J]) as wp(q &), 
resp. fwp(a, 4). Note that wp( a,false) is the set of states cn which QI does not 
terminate, i.e. on which M[a] is not defined. The domain of cy is defined as the set 
of states on which (Y does terminate. 
Lemma 3. For al/programs cy and S z S de have wp( cy, S) = twp( a, S) u wp( cu,fi?lse). 
We can view models M of 9 which give a semantics to 9 3s models of SC” in 
the usual way. We write l=M I iff I is true in M. Let 9,,,, be the deduction system 
consisting of C&,, with as additional axioms all 4 such that I= :\( &. We write I-,, I iff 
I is deducible in 9 ,%I* 
Definition 4. A model M is called complete iff Vl(k M I=+ I--,,, I). 
Each model M of XY satisfies the reverse of Definition 4, i.e. VI(+-,,, I+ + &. 
This is the soundness of Hoare logic. 
However, there are a lot of models which are not complete. Let & (denoted 
simply by &) be the class of all complete models of language .Z. A subclass of .dd 
is the class of expressive models. 
Definition 5. A model M is expressive ifi for every cy and for every 4 the set ~yp( (Y, 4) 
is definable. 
Let gY (denoted simply by 8) be the class of expressive models. It is well-known 
that % c .A& i.e. every expressive model is complete. In fact this inclusion is strict. 
Theorem 6 (Bergstra and Tucker [3]). % c .6f. 
Proof. Let .9 be the language of Peano arithmetic, and N the standard model of 
the natural numbers. Then N E ZS’, and hence N E & [ 1 I]. Let M be a nonstandard 
model with the same theory. It follows that the same formulae of SKY are true in 
both models, hence M is complete. Take 
cr=[while x#Odo x:=x-l od]; 
then u(p(a,false) ={o 1 ( ) CTx is nonstandard} in M. It is well-known that this set 
is not definable, hence M is not expressive. Cl 
In this note we shall prove that although compiete models lIeed not be express: tie, 
they satisfy a property which comes very close to it, called weak expr~ssivf~_~. This
means that for each cy and 4 there is a definable set between twp( a, 4) an 
As a consequence we find among other things that weakest preconditions of pir~~~~r~a~ 
with a definable domain are always definable in a complete model Mis aPr~ai4y 
follows by results of [ 121). 
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In the next section we will define when a model is weakly expressive, and we 
will give some theorems and lemmas about weakly expressive models. In the last 
section we prove a certain basic theorem (Theorem 18), and use it to show that 
complete models are weakly expressive (Theorem 21). Using this basic theorem we 
can also prove that a model is expressive iff the domains of programs are definable 
(Corollary 20). 
3. Weak expressivity 
In this section we will define weakly expressive models, and consider some 
properties of them. 
Definition 7. A model M is weakly expressive iff for every cy and every ~$5 there is 
a $ such that 
t))lj)b, 4) c MC+] E wp(cu, 4). 
(In fact we consider only pairs (a, C/J) such that the variables in a! are different from 
the bound variables in 4, but we can always rename.) 
Although R = wp( cy, 4) need not be definable in a weakly expressive model, there 
is always a definable set S, which differs from R only in that it does not contain 
all elements on which Q! does not terminate. It is easy to see that every expressive 
model is weakly expressive. 
Weakly expressive models have some interesting properties. 
Theorem 8. If a model M is weakly expressive, I= M 4 --r, $, and wp( CY, 4) is dejnable, 
then wp(q #) is dejnable. 
prOOfm Suppose 4’ defines wp(cu, 4). There is a $’ such that twp(a, +) c_ M[$‘] c 
~?(a, +(i). We will show that &‘v +’ defines wp(a, $). 
M[~‘v+‘]=M[4’]uM[9’l=wp(U&~M[~‘]~wp(ar,~)uM[qY] 
s WPb, CCI) u ve% 4v = wpb, $); 
WP(~, ti) = twp(a, #) u wp(a,false) c M[+‘] u wp(a, false) 
=M[#‘]u wp(a,4)=M[#‘]u M[&]= M[qYvt#/]. - q 
heorem 9. If a model M is weakly expressive, then the following are equivalent for 
ever-y (Y. 
wp( cy, false) is definable; 
wp( LI, 4) is dejinable for all 4. 
By Theorem 8. Cl 
Because definability of wp( cy, false) is equivalent o definability of the domain of 
cy, it follows that in a weakly expressive model M the domain of cy is definable iff 
wp(a, 4) is definable for all &. 
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Theorem 10. If a model M is weakly expressive, then the following are equivalent: 
M is expressive; 
wp(a, false) is dejinable for all CL 
Proof. By Theorem 9. Cl 
Theorem 11. If a model M is weakly expressive, then ail weakest preconditions of total 
programs are de#nable. 
Proof. If a! total, then wp( cy, false) = false. The result follows by Theorem 9. Cl 
In the next sect&*. .I we will prove that a model is weakly expressive iff it is “weakly 
expressive for every program and every formula without quantifier:“. ‘IO prepare 
I\ it, we give some definitions and lemmas. 
Definition 12. The projection of a set S c Z on the x-component is the set {a E 
C 1 3d: a[d/x]E S}. Notation: 3xS. 
The complement of a set SC_ E is the set {a E C 1 o@ S}. Notation: 1s. 
It is clear that M[~xc$] = 3xM[4], and M[l&] = -IM[+J. 
Definition 13. Let R, S c_ 2. R is a reduct of S (R << S) iff one of the following 
c!%usds holds: 
3 R = 3xR’, and R’cc S, 
@ R = TR’, and R’<c S, 
@ R=S. 
Let 4’ denote a prenex normal form (i.e. 4’ is a formula of 2’ with all quantifiers 
in front) for each formula 4. Let 4* be the equivalent formula obtained by changing 
all Vx in 13x1. Finally, let 4’ be the remainder of 4* when we remove all 3x and 
1 in front. We now have M[ 41~ M[ 4’1, and 4’ is quantifier-free. 
Definition 14. A prejx n is a finite sequence of symbols 3x and 1. A prefix is even 
iff it contains an even number of T-symbols, otherwise it is odd. The length of a 
prefix n is the number of 3x and l-symbols it contains. Let S c 2, then T 0 S c 2 
is defined as follows: 
rr = 1~‘; then T 0 S = I( do S). 
T = 3x&; then T 0 S = 3x( 7~’ 0S). 
~T=E; then rroS=S. 
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By definition we have R << S iff there exists a v 
7~ 0 4 as the formula formed by concatenation 
77 O m#4 
such that 7r 0 S = R. If we define 
of 7r and 4, then M[vc$]= 
emma 15. Let S c T, n an arbitrary prejx. If 7r is even, then T 0 S c T 0 T, otherwise 
VTTE~OS. 
roof. We prove the lemma by induction on the length n of 7~. 
Basis: In the case n =Owehaveniseven,andrroS=SrT=7roT 
Step: Suppose the lemma is true for each prefix with length n, and let 7~ be a 
prefix with length n -I- 1. We have the following cases: 
n = 3xn’. Suppose n’ even; then r is even. By induction hypothesis we have 
&SC $0 T.SupposeoEnoS= 3x( ~‘0 S), then there is a d such that a[d/x] E 
V’ 0 S. Hence o[ d/x] E r’ 0 T, and Q E 3x( V’ 0 T) = L- 0 T. Analogous if V’ is odd. 
r=17L Suppose 7~’ is even, hence rr is odd. By the induction hypothesis 
+Sc_ $0 T, hence 7~0 T=-~(n’o T)c,~(n’oS)=~oS. Analogous if 7r’ is 
odd. 0 
Lemma 16. Let CY E-c a program, IT a prejix, S G 2, and suppose the variables in a! are 
diferent from those occurring in m. Then, 
(1) $77 is even: 
(a) 7~wp(cw,S)E wp(cu,~oS), 
(b) 7~ 0twp( cy, S) z twp( a, JT 0 S); 
(2) ifn is odd: 
(a) n 0 twp(cu, S) c wp( CY, T 0 S), 
(b) n 0 wp(q S) ZI twp(q r 0 S). 
roof. Simultaneously we prove these four statements by induction on the length 
n of 77. 
Basis: In the case n = 0, T is even, and we have v 0 wp(a, S) = wp( CY, S) = 
wp( cy, R 0 S). The same for twp. 
Hypothesis: Suppose that if r has length n, then the theorem is true. 
Step: Now suppose that 7r has length n + 1. We have to consider eight different 
cases. Here we write out two of them. 
Case 1: We prove (la) in the case that 7r - ~X;TT’ and 7~’ even. By the induction 
hypothesis we have ~‘0 wp((~, S) E Z~(CU, $0 S). Hmce, 
57 O M’P(CY, S) = 3x( 7T’o wp(cx, S)) 
c 3x( wp(N., 7+ S)) 
[(Y-j@-) = 0’ * cr’E 7r’o s); 
[a](a[d/.u]) = (T’ 3 U’E $0 s)} 
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by property (1) of the semantics 
={~~3dVa’(3a”(M[a](a)=a”~u’=~‘[d/x]) a o’ET’oS)} 
= {+dVa”( M[a](a) = 0” + a”[d/x] E n’o S)) 
c (alW’(M[a](cr) = U” + 3d(o”[d/x]E +o S))} 
={aIVa’(M[aJ(a)= U” * a”E 3x( 7r’o S))} 
= wp( a, 3x( 7T’ 0 S)) 
= wp( a, T 0 S). 
Case 2: We prove (2a) in the case that TT = in’ and T’ even. By the induction 
hypothesis we have tu,p(a, &S)C ~‘0 th-~(0, S), so T(+J twp(~~, S))E 
ltwp(a, ~‘0 S). Hence, 
n O twp( a, S) = 1( 7r’ 0 rwp( a,, S)) 
c 1twp(a, T’O S) 
= {al Va’( M[(Y](cF) =a’ 3 cr’$z 7r’o S)} 
= wp( a!, 1( 7r’ 0 S)) 
= wp(a, 7ToS). cl 
Lemma 17. Let a! be a program and 4, + formulae. Let 4” be the formula without 
qarantiJiers derived from 4 as dejned earlier, and let T be the preJix (so IT 0 4” = 4). 
Let the sets of variables occurring in ;7 and cy be disjoint. Then, 
(1) $twp(a, 4’)s MC@], then 
(a) if r even, then twp(cx, 4)~ M[v$], 
(b) ifs odd, then M[v +]z wp(~;r, 4); 
(2) if M[J/] c_ wp(cu, 4”), then 
(a) if n even, then M[v $Jc wp(cy, 4), 
(b) ijk odd, then twp(cw, &k M[v$]. 
roof. We shall only prove case (la), as the remaining cases are similar. We have 
twp(a, 4”) s M[+l and T even. By Lemma 15 it follows that 7~ 0 twpb, 4”) c 
~0 M[$]. With the help of Lemma 16 case (lb) we get 
twp( c?, 4) = twp( cy, 7T 0 4”) 
c 7r 0 twp(cu, 4”) 
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. Complete models are weakly expressive 
Now we can prove the theorem about weak expressivity announced in the previous 
section. Using this theorem we shall prove that complete models are weakly 
expressive. 
A model M is weakly exnrfxsive iff for every Q! and for every formula b 
without quantijers there exists a formulti + such that 
twpb, b) E M[$] E wp(a, b). 
roof. The only-if part is trivial. 
To IJrove the if part suppose that cy is a program and that C$ is an arbitrary 
formula. We claim that there exists a $ such that 
twpb, 44 E Ml91 E wp(a, 4)- 
Write 4 = 7r 0 do, with 7r a prefix and 4” quantifier-free. We assume that variables 
are suitably venamed such that 7r and a! do not have -variables in common. By 
assumption there is a $’ such that 
tV’b, 4’) E M[ $‘I c- VJp( a’, 4”). 
Now we have to consider two cases: 
Case 1: 7r is even. Then 
by Lemma 17(la) and (2a). 
Case 2: r is odd. Analogous, by Lemma 17(lb) and (2b). Cl 
eorem 19. A model M is expressive #for every Q! the set wp( a, false) is de$nable. 
roof. The only-if part is trivial. 
To prove the if part, suppose that for every r the set wp(cu, false) is definable. 
First we show that M is weakly expressive. Let b be a formula without quantifiers, 
and (Y a program. Define 
cy’= [LY; if b then while true do x := x od fi]. 
We have wp(Ly’, false) = wp(~, b). Hence wp(a, b) is definable. By Theorem 18 it 
follows that is weakly expressive. 
But now we have a weakly expressive model where weakest preconditions of 
arbitrary programs and false are definable. y Theorem 10 it follows that is 
expressive. Cl 
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Corollary 20. A model M is expressive ifl the domain of each program CY is dqfinable. 
Finally we show that complete models are weakly expressive. 
Theorem 21. If a model M is complete, then M is weakly expressive. 
Proof. We show that A4 is weakly expressive for formulae 6 without quantifiers. 
Then the result follows by Theorem 18. 
Let cy be a program in 9, and 6 a quantifier-free formula. Suppose x1, . . . , x,, are 
the variables occurring in program cy, and y,, . . . , yn are new variables (i.e. they do 
not occur in cy or 6). Define a program as follows: 
d=[y,:=x,;...;y,l := x,,; &u; if 16 then while true do 
x1 l - x, od fi; x, := y1 ; . x, := y,,]. . . . ,
We now have I== { true}cY’;ar{b}. By completeness of M it follows that 
I-~ {true}a’;a{b}. Because we can only prove this by the rule of composition, we 
must have + M {true)a’{ $‘) and l-M { ~‘}cu{ b) for a certain +‘. Hence I= M ( true}a’(+‘} 
and I== {+V}cu(b}. By definition of cy’ we have therefore 
0~ twph 6) * ~[~(x,)ly,l. . . bWly,,l E Mb’]. 
Hence 
UE twp(a, 6) * UE M[t,V’] 
where +” is the formula obtained by replacing each y’ by xi in $‘. Hence twp( q 6) c 
mY’l* 
BY bf W’MW we have that M[ J/‘] c wp( ar, 6). Suppose (T E M[ $“I, then 
43(x,)ly*l l l l [a(~~)lyJ E MM’], so d,dxl)l~J.. . Eak,)/yJ E wpb, 6). We 
have therefore 
By property (1) of the semantics and the fact that cy does not contain an y;, we have 
~~“UW4b) = a” * a”[o(x,)/y,] . . . [a(x*)/yJ E M[b]). 
Because 6 does not contain an yi, it follows that 
Va”(M[c~](a) = CT” + a”~ M[b]). 
Hence (T E wp( ar, 6). Hence M [ $“I G wp(c.u, 6). We therefore have twp( a, 6) E 
M[+“] c wp(ru, 6). Cl 
Let .9 be the language with a unary predicate 2, a unary function p, 
ant c. Take as a model PRED, with as domain the natural numbers, 
Z(x) iff x = 0, p(x) = x - 1, p(0) = 0, and c = 0. 
ey = [while 12(x) A lZ(p(x)) do x:= p( p(x)) 0 
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Observe that cy is total, and wp( cd, Z(x)) = { a a x 1 ( ) is even}. The set of even numbers 
is not definable in 3, hence PRED is not complete by the fact that in a weakly 
expressive mode1 every total program has a definable weakest precondition. 
5. Conclusion 
Weak expressivity is a necessary, but not a sufficient condition for completeness. 
For example, although /= M { $}cu{@‘} may hold in a weakly expressive model M, 
there may not be a formula Q!J such that I= hl { 4}a3{$} and I=’ (+}a{@}. However, 
we hope to have shown that weak expressivity is a useful concept. In particular, by 
Corollary 20 above, the definition of expressive mode1 can be simplified. 
It would be interesting to see whether some results can be generalized to program- 
ming languages with added features. 
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